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If it doesn’t say ‘no’ it means ‘yes’;
Looking for the spaces to work in the
Australian Curriculum.

People come to us saying
“we cant figure out how to ‘do’ the
Australian Curriculum
with our students”

we think we have found a way

Victoria

………and everyone else

Victoria

in Victoria the ABLES
assessment identifies levels of
student abilities and provides
directions for where to start on
the (eg.) Pre Level 1 curriculum

• Advice within the
Australian Curriculum is to
use the curriculum itself as
a formative assessment

‘Learning Focus’

p6

Learning focus statements are written for each
stage. These outline the learning that students
need to focus on if they are to progress and
achieve the standards at the stage where they
apply.
SMART TARGETS ?

‘Learning Focus’
Learning focus statements are written for each stage. These

outline the learning that students need to focus on
if they are to progress and achieve the standards at
the stage where they apply.

They suggest appropriate learning
experiences rather than defining
a syllabus or prescribing specific
teaching methods. Teachers can draw
p6

from these statements to develop relevant teaching
and learning activities

SMART TARGETS ?

• Stage A Beginning to Explore
•

Pre intentional to emerging intention

• Stage B Active Exploration
•

Gestures. Prompts cause and effect, focus for short periods

• Stage C Intentional Participation
•

Becoming peer focussed, using pictures, photos to communicate
personal interest

• Stage D Building Independence
•

Actively participate in group learning, understanding of rules

Stages A-D
….are not associated with any set age or
year level that links chronological age to
cognitive process
Towards Level 1 of the Victorian Essential Standards DEECD [p5]

Strand: Interdisciplinary Learning
Domain: Communication
Encounter
•
Students are present during an experience or activity without any
obvious learning outcome, although for some students, for example;
those who withhold their attention or their presence from many
situations, their willingness to tolerate a shared activity may, in itself, be
significant.
•
Awareness
•
Students appear to show awareness that something has happened and
notice, fleetingly focus on or attend to an object, event or person, for
example; by briefly interrupting a pattern of self-absorbed movement or
vocalisation.
•
Attention and response
•
Students attend and begin to respond, often not consistently, to what is
happening, for example; by showing signs of surprise, enjoyment,
frustration or dissatisfaction, demonstrating the beginning of an ability
to distinguish between different people, objects, events or places.
•
Engagement
•
Students show more consistent attention to, and can tell the difference
between, specific events in their surroundings, for example, by focused
looking or listening; turning to locate objects, events or people;
following moving objects people or events through movements of their
eyes, head or other body parts.
•
Participation
•
Students engage in sharing, ‘turn taking’*1 and the anticipation of
familiar sequences of events, by for example; smiling, vocalising or
showing other signs of excitement, although these responses may be
supported by staff or other Students.
•
Involvement
•
Students actively strive eg reach out, join in or ‘comment’*2 in some
way on the activity itself or on the actions or responses of the other
students, for example, by making exploratory hand or arm movements,
seeking the eye contact of staff or other students, and by speaking,
signing or using gestures*3 to point at / indicate specific events with
referential gaze between the focus, and the communicative partner.
•
•
Glossary
•
•
turn taking*1 ie both communicators demonstrate timing and

As students work towards the achievement of Level
4 standards in Communication,

they demonstrate some attending and
listening behaviour and start to respond
verbally or non-verbally ….
Students respond to a sound in the
immediate environment by turning head
or moving eyes towards the sound. They
begin to respond to sounds associated
with familiar activities such as showing
excitement on hearing lunchtime sounds.

•Students are encouraged to respond
through accept or reject gestures or
actions. They learn to use gesture or
vocalisation to seek attention and respond
to people. Students start to show
enjoyment when interacting with others.
•With support, students establish some consistent
vocalisations, gestures and responses to objects
and others.

Strand: Interdisciplinary
Learning
Domain: Communication
Stage A: Beginning to Explore

• Strand: Interdisciplinary
Learning
• Domain: Communication
• Stage B: Active Exploration

Students may
• react to a sound in the immediate environment
• interact with others
• use some consistent vocalisations and gestures
• respond to different objects, people and
environments.

Students may:
• attend to communications from significant persons
• respond to communications from significant persons
• respond to a range of sounds
• explore and model communication during play
• share a favourite item with one other person
• respond with ‘ yes’ or ‘no’ to questions about
a favourite item or experience.

Educational principles
Learning for all
– proceeding on the basis that all students can learn given sufficient time and support, and that good schools and good teaching make
a positive difference to student outcomes.
Pursuit of excellence
– seeking to accomplish something noteworthy and admirable individually and collectively, and perform at their best.
Engagement and effort
– acknowledging that student ability is only one factor in achievement and if students work hard and make an effort, they improve.

Respect for evidence
– seeking understanding and truth through structured inquiry and
the application of evidence to test and question beliefs.
Openness of mind
– being willing to consider a range of different views and consider
different ways in which evidence is perceived and solutions can be
reached.

Educational principles
Learning for all
– proceeding on the basis that all students can learn given sufficient time and support, and that good schools and good teaching make
a positive difference to student outcomes.
Pursuit of excellence
– seeking to accomplish something noteworthy and admirable individually and collectively, and perform at their best.
Engagement and effort
– acknowledging that student ability is only one factor in achievement and if students work hard and make an effort, they improve.

Respect for evidence
– seeking understanding and truth through structured inquiry and
the application of evidence to test and question beliefs.
Openness of mind
– being willing to consider a range of different views and consider
different ways in which evidence is perceived and solutions can be
reached.

• When we stopped looking it
at as a straight jacket

and began to look at it as a
series of opportunities

we think we found a way to work in it

However, before we proceed we need
to acknowledge ;

Are all students with disability the same?
Are all disabilities the same?

Homogenising the needs of such a
diverse group of learners into
standardised ‘mainstream’ approaches …

….can lead to a failure to
provide appropriate learning
experiences for students with SEN and
Disability.

Australian Special Education Principals Assoc
2012
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• and we
acknowledge that
the Australian
Curriculum is not
necessarily
finished

we need to acknowledge ……

The stages don’t align

we need to acknowledge ,
• Despite pretending not to
be….
….. it’s
•

(easily mistaken as)

a checklist

is the difficulty that….
• Australian Curriculum
presents as a series of
subjects to be delivered?
…rather

than a series
of opportunities
for process
to be explored?

We also acknowledge that there is a
danger in always being seen as the
people who always seem to be saying

“no”
• We are seeking a way authentically
practise Intensive Interaction within
the Australian Curriculum

There is nothing in the
Australian Curriculum
that says you can’t do
Intensive Interaction

You don’t need this

! !

There are spaces in stages 1a Literacy
There are spaces in stage 1a in
Continuum that allude
toContinuum
but don’t
theLiteracy
that allude
to but don’t specifically name a
specifically name the
eventthatthat
theis
context/event
the student
responding to
student is responding
to

Level 1a
is about…..
developing and continuing the
‘familiar’
(…through repeated involvement
in Intensive Interaction)
• taking observation [data]
to identify what the student
is becoming familiar with,
•
•
•
•

Emerging anticipation
Emerging agency
Developing expectation
Emerging cooperation

• But not yet consistent

‘familiar’
• Intensive Interaction centres on establishing
‘familiar’ shared activity, based on what is
Familiar interactions
‘of’ the learner
Familiar topics

Familiar interactions
Familiar topics
Familiar sequences
Familiar routines
Familiar transitions
Familiar games

Familiar interactions
Familiar topics
Familiar sequences
Familiar routines
Familiar transitions
Familiar games

Familiar sequences

•
•
•
•
•
•

Familiar interactions
Familiar topics
Familiar sequences
Familiar routines
Familiar transitions
Familiar games

FamiliarFamiliar
interactions
routines
FamiliarFamiliar
topicstransitions
games
FamiliarFamiliar
sequences
Familiar routines
Familiar transitions
Familiar games

=‘texts’

We use observation [data] to identify what the student’s focus of
interest or activity is and support what emerge as shared narratives
or ‘texts’…..and do Intensive Interaction with that

We use observational data to identify what
the learner’s focus of interest or activity is…

We support the familiar activity, interest
[or ‘text’] in a social context
…and explore what emerges as our
‘shared narratives’ [or ‘texts’]
(…..or Intensive Interaction)

Hewett, D. (2006) ‘The most important and complicated learning: that’s what play is for!’ ICAN, Talking Point, March. www.talkingpoint.org.

many learning outcomes gradually emerging

Kylie & Luke 2

frequent, daily sessions
- activities spiraling

first access - small beginnings
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!
spaces in stages 1b
that allude to but
don’t specifically
name a context/event
that the student is
responding to

!

In Level 1b

there are more spaces in the stages
that allude to, but don’t
specifically name a context/event
that the student is responding to

• Level 1b is about…..
Disruptions to the familiar
(during repeated involvement in Intensive Interaction)

as opportunities for the student
to modify the behaviour of their
communicative partner
•
•
•
•
•

Explore agency
Noticing the ‘not familiar’
Acting to sustain interaction
Demonstrate expectation of predictable events
re-establishing sequences & social interactions

• Consistently…
•

And taking data about how they did it

Questions …’questions?’
When we
•Sabotage
•Hesitate
•Pause
We are asking
• ‘what happens next?’
• ‘what went wrong?’
•‘what was different?’
• ‘what did you think was
going to happen?’
• ‘Did you notice that?’

Requests
When we
•Approach
•Suggest familiar ‘texts’
•Pause
We are asking
• ‘can I be with you?’
• ‘can we revisit what we
did last time?’
• ‘can I come closer?’

LEVEL 1a learners :“attend to”; “notice”; “focus”; “joy”
“refuse”;“reject”; “withhold attention”
“[often] not consistently”

Encounter
Students are present during an experience or activity without any obvious learning
outcome, although for some students, for example; those who withhold their attention or
their presence from many situations, their willingness to tolerate a shared activity may, in
itself, be significant.
Awareness
Students appear to show awareness that something has happened and notice, fleetingly
focus on or attend to an object, event or person, for example; by briefly interrupting a
pattern of self-absorbed movement or vocalisation.
Attention and response
Students attend and begin to respond, often not consistently, to what is happening, for
example; by showing signs of surprise, enjoyment, frustration or dissatisfaction,
demonstrating the beginning of an ability to distinguish between different people,
objects, events or places.
Engagement
Students show more consistent attention to, and can tell the difference between, specific
events in their surroundings, for example, by focused looking or listening; turning to
locate objects, events or people; following moving objects people or events through
movements of their eyes, head or other body parts.
Participation
Students engage in sharing, ‘turn taking’*1 and the anticipation of familiar sequences of
events, by for example; smiling, vocalising or showing other signs of excitement, although
these responses may be supported by staff or other Students.
Involvement
Students actively strive eg reach out, join in or ‘comment’*2 in some way on the activity
itself or on the actions or responses of the other students, for example, by making
exploratory hand or arm movements, seeking the eye contact of staff or other students,
and by speaking, signing or using gestures*3 to point at / indicate specific events with
referential gaze between the focus, and the communicative partner.

Glossary

begin to respond, often not consistently, to what is happening, for example; by
showing signs of surprise, enjoyment, frustration or dissatisfaction,
demonstrating the beginning of an ability to distinguish between different
people, objects, events or places.
Engagement
Students show more consistent attention to, and can tell the difference
between, specific events in their surroundings, for example, by focused looking
or listening; turning to locate objects, events or people; following moving objects
people or events through movements of their eyes, head or other body parts.
Participation
Students engage in sharing, ‘turn taking’*1 and the anticipation of familiar
sequences of events, by for example; smiling, vocalising or showing other signs
of excitement, although these responses may be supported by staff or other
Students.
Involvement
Students actively strive eg reach out, join in or ‘comment’*2 in some way on the
activity itself or on the actions or responses of the other students, for example,
by making exploratory hand or arm movements, seeking the eye contact of staff
or other students, and by speaking, signing or using gestures*3 to point at /
indicate specific events with referential gaze between the focus, and the
communicative partner.

Glossary

Level 1b learners “consistent
attention to”; “anticipation”; “request
the continuation of an activity”; “turn
taking” “sharing ”;“vocalising”;
“express preference”; tell the
difference between”
“consistently”

turn taking*1 ie both communicators demonstrate timing and adjustment to
accommodate the contribution of the other
comment*2 ie an action or phrase which serves to modify the contribution of the
other, rather than stop it
gestures*3 ie potentially idiosyncratic gestures which the student reliably uses to
indicate an object , event or person which may be nearby or remote [NB
recognizing these may require advice from colleagues]

Encounter
Students are present during an experience or activity without any obvious learning
outcome, although for some students, for example; those who withhold their attention or
their presence from many situations, their willingness to tolerate a shared activity may, in
itself, be significant.

“indicate specific events”
“join in”; “strive”; “gestures”
Awareness
“reach out” ‘ conventional
Students appear to show awareness that something has happened and notice, fleetingly
focus on or attend
to an object, event or person, for example; by briefly interrupting a
behaviours”
pattern of self-absorbed movement or vocalisation.

Attention and response
Students attend and begin to respond, often not consistently, to what is happening, for
example; by showing signs of surprise, enjoyment, frustration or dissatisfaction,
demonstrating the beginning of an ability to distinguish between different people,
objects, events or places.

Engagement
Students show more consistent attention to, and can tell the difference between, specific
events in their surroundings, for example, by focused looking or listening; turning to
locate objects, events or people; following moving objects people or events through
movements of their eyes, head or other body parts.

Participation
Students engage in sharing, ‘turn taking’*1 and the anticipation of familiar sequences of
events, by for example; smiling, vocalising or showing other signs of excitement, although
these responses may be supported by staff or other Students.

Involvement
Students actively strive eg reach out, join in or ‘comment’*2 in some way on the activity
itself or on the actions or responses of the other students, for example, by making
exploratory hand or arm movements, seeking the eye contact of staff or other students,
and by speaking, signing or using gestures*3 to point at / indicate specific events with
referential gaze between the focus, and the communicative partner.

Glossary
turn taking*1 ie both communicators demonstrate timing and adjustment to
accommodate the contribution of the other
comment*2 ie an action or phrase which serves to modify the contribution of the other,
rather than stop it
gestures*3 ie potentially idiosyncratic gestures which the student reliably uses to indicate
an object , event or person which may be nearby or remote [NB recognizing these may
require advice from colleagues]

However,
re: subject based learning
Just because we may recognise a context or task as
 symbolically meaningful or
 significant
 or worthwhile,

doesn’t mean the student does,
or that they can learn from it

…unless it is about
communicating about
‘what is familiar to the learner’

Learning becomes disconnected when we veer away
from the intent of Intensive Interaction by placing
learners in the midst of ‘content’ that they are
not familiar with.

Forcing people to do meaningless activities in the
name of passing for normal is not dignifying for the
person and can be construed as demeaning and
tokenistic

Forster .S. [2010] Age-appropriateness: Enabler or barrier to a good life for people
with profound intellectual and multiple disabilities? Journal of Intellectual &
Developmental Disability,35(2): 129–131

Intensive Interaction is ‘process based’ learning
(Barber & Goldbart 1998)

• The entire process of learning is taken as a whole, as
opposed to teaching to specific individualised targets.

• ……it is not the outcome of the task that is important, but
the interactive process that drives the task that is the
focus
•

http://www.education.gov.uk/

•

Training materials for teachers of learners with severe, profound and complex learning difficulties 2012
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Intensive Interaction as Inclusion
At a human level, we….

•
•
•
•
•

Value
Celebrate
Connect
Affirm
Include

As special educators we …

help the student to recognise…
• 1) what you did was the result of
what they did
• 2) some aspects of behaviour
between 2 people are significant
and lead to sequences
• 3) other people are predictable
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‘Children and adults with profound and multiple
PMLD network UK
learning disabilities are, like everyone else, unique
individuals.
It is vital that we understand the distinctive needs of people
who are often excluded from society….because, in doing
so, we are respecting their right to be included

…. focusing on their needs and rights….… acknowledges that while
many barriers can be challenged and even removed, ultimately we
cannot change the nature of people’s disabilities.
In doing so we are not being discriminatory, rather we are respecting
people’s differences and valuing them for who they are.

© M.Barber & J Williamson 2012

• An inclusive philosophical stance points to
approaches that best foster educational and
personal development without seeking to
eradicate difference.
•

Nind M and Kellett M [2002] Responding to individuals with severe learning difficulties and stereotyped
behaviour: challenges for an inclusive era. European Journal of Special Needs Education, vol. 17, no. 3
(2002), pp. 265–282

‘Inclusion’ as practiced
Prof. John Visser
University of Northampton, Victoria PASS Conference Key Note Presentation July 2012
Acknowledging

Inclusion is ……..
• the feeling derived from being included.
Being included is …..
• an interactional event between people who value
each other. ....participation has occurred !
Inclusion is….
• supported by involvement in process and
entitlement to an appropriate place.

18/07/12
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Tell me
Jeremy,
which is the
biggest
elephant?

That better learning
outcomes are achieved when
teachers deliver educational
experiences that are
chronologically rather than
cognitively appropriate

Our home ground

the ‘familiar’

The challenge
• …. is to conceptualise Intensive Interaction as
not one thing but everything
• the content …….the ‘what’
• the context;
Intensive Interaction defines
 the role of the teacher
 the role of the learner

• the pedagogy…the ‘how’ we deliver it

Thank you
• Mark Barber…..drmarkbarber@hotmail.com
• Janee Williamson…janeewilliamson@hotmail.com

